
UK Flue Notice Plate Guide

Building Regulations J4 require each flue and chimney to be identified with a notice plate in the dwelling.
To assist you in meeting the requirements of J4 Dunbrik can supply metal notice plates as example below.

Peel off the protective film. Enter the data with an indelible pen such as a CD marker. Fix the plate securely
 with strong adhesive to a clean wall in an unobtrusive but obvious position within the building such as next
 to; the electricity consumer unit; the water supply stop-cock; or the chimney or hearth described.

To assist you, Dunbrik flue systems have the following descriptions, dimensions and appliance suitability:

Flue type Flue sizes Fire/Appliance suitability

Dunbrik A1 concrete flue liners
BSEN1857 Type A1 - T600 N1 D 3 G

Round liners
200mm, 225mm, 300mm and
450mm internal round
Square liners
200mm, 250mm and 300mm
internal square

All domestic appliances

Dunbrik Mini Clearflow
gas flue block system
to BSEN1858 - T250 N1

185mm x 90mm internal
rectangular flue

Gas fires suitable for gas flue
block systems (precast flues)
to BSEN1858 or BS1289

Where a flue has a terminal fitted for air ventilation purposes only, the notice must state that
 "the flue is not to be used for fires".
The equivalent flue height for your Dunbrik gas flue can be calculated by the Dunbrik technical staff.

Example of Notice Plate with sample A1 flue data (actual metal plate is 147mm by 160mm)

Dunbrik Flues
Notice Plate for Hearths and Flues

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
This plate must be permanently affixed and must not be removed or covered

Address of property Sample house
20 Main Street
Newtown
N1 ANY

Room where hearth,
fireplace or start of flue
located

Lounge

The flue is suitable for
these types of
appliances

For gas flues the
equivalent flue height is

All domestic appliances

-----------------   meters
Manufacturer, flue type
and internal dimension

Dunbrik A1 concrete flue liners
BSEN1857 Type A1 - T600 N1 D 3 G
200mm internal round

Installer Smith Building Co Date installed

01/04/2005
Other information

Condensing appliances:
Maintenance:

Installation guidance:

The flue is not suitable for condensing appliances
The flue and/or chimney should be regularly inspected and
maintained as advised by a qualified person.
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